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To: LEISURE SERVICES COMMITTEE 

From: DIRECTOR OF LEISURE SERVICES 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Subject: ATTENDANCE, PARTICIPATION AND 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE ARTS IN 

ARTS COUNCIL MARKET RESEARCH 
SCOTLAND 1998 - THE SCOTTISH 

REPORT 

Date: 16 November 98 Ref: A M / M  

REPORT 

1 .  Introduction 

This report details the results of the Scottish Arts Council Market Research Report, commissioned from 
System Three on attendance, participation and attitudes towards the Arts in Scotland 1998. 

2. Background 

The document reports the findings from a survey of a sample of 1500 members of the general public, 
drawn so as to be representative of the population of Scotland. Respondents were asked about the 
frequency of their attendance at and participation in a wide range of arts activities and were also 
questioned on their attitude to arts and arts funding. A similar survey was run in 1994, and the report 
contains comparisons between the two studies, where appropriate. 

3. Survev Findings 

Attendance 

In order to determine the popularity of arts and cultural activities, respondents were questioned 
about their level of attendance and interest in a variety of activities such as theatre, music, visual 
arts and dance. 

The three most popular activities were also those attended most frequently (more than 4 times per 
year) 

Attended by % of respondents Attended more than 4 times per year 

Cinema 68% 
Musicals / pantomime / variety 55% 
show 
Art galleries / museums 53% 

38% 
5% 

13% 
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0 Most Recent Event Attended 

42% of respondents gave their main reason for attending the last arts or cultural activity that they 
“wanted to see the specific performer or event”. Other reasons included social meetings and special 
occasions. 

Travel 

The private car has become a more popular mode of travel to events between 1994 and 1998 with 
64% using cars in 1998 compared to 53% in 1994. 

0 Communication of Events 

3 1 % of respondents said they had missed an event they would have enjoyed due to not knowing it 
was on. Suggestions for the best method of informing potential customers events included ‘leaflet 
through door’ 41 %, and advertised in daily evening paper, 35%. 

0 Attitude to Arts in Scotland 

On the whole respondents were fairly positive about the role of the arts in Scotland, and the 
majority, 82%, supported expenditure on arts and culture by their local authority. However 
although most respondents were fairly satisfied with value for money; the cost of attending arts and 
cultural events was of concern to 64%. 

0 Individual Participation in the Art I Activities 

Overall 85% of respondents indicated that they participated in some form of event or activity, with 
participation highest amongst female respondents 89%. 

The most popular activity was reading books (79%), followed by buying works of art or craft 
objects (34%). 

0 Class I Member of Group of Club 

The majority of respondents (98%) indicated that they were not currently taking a class or a membc 
of a group or club concerned with arts and cultural activities. 

0 Viewing and Listening Habits 

Respondents were questioned about their viewing and listening habits using television / video, radio 
or CD / record / cassette. The three most popular art forms for each are listed below. 

The results reflect a slight increase in CD usage over the four years since 1994. 

TV I Video Radio CD I Record I Cassette 

Plays 50% Rock&Pop 4870 Rock & POP 56% 
Musicals, etc. 47% Country & Western 22% Classical Music 28% 
Rock & Pop 46% Folk / Scottish 20% Country & 27 % 

Traditional Music Western 
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4. Conclusion 

The report contains more detailed analysis than is summarised here, including differences between 
attendances and attitudes in the regions of Scotland, between different social classes, and between 
different age groups and i t  will provide a useful background as a basis for work within North 
Lanarkshire. However, to specifically analyse our local customer base and their requirements, it is 
proposed to carry out a similar survey within the North Lanarkshire catchment. 

5 .  Full Report 

A copy of the full report is available from the Director of Leisure Services. 

6. Recommendations 

It is recommended that: 

( 1 ) The contents of the report are noted. 

(2) A similar survey is carried out within the North Lanarkshire catchment area as part of the 
Department’s Best Value programme. 

( 3 )  A further report is provided for Committee in due course. 
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